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 :( Dedication and Thanks)الهداءاوالشكر 

 اٌشىز

اٌذزٚف ١ٌجّؼٙا فٟ وٍّاخ ... ذرثؼثز فٟ ِثً ٘ذٖ اٌٍذظاخ ٠رٛلف ا١ٌزاع ١ٌفىز لثً أْ ٠خظ 

  األدزف ٚػثثاً أْ ٠ذاٚي ذج١ّؼٙا فٟ سطٛر

سطٛراً وث١زج ذّز فٟ اٌخ١اي ٚال ٠ثمٝ ٌٕا فٟ ٔٙا٠ح اٌّطاف إال ل١ٍالً ِٓ اٌذوز٠اخ ٚصٛر ذجّؼٕا 

 ............. تزفاق وأٛا إٌٝ جأثٕا

  غّار اٌذ١اجفٛاجة ػ١ٍٕا شىزُ٘ ٚٚداػُٙ ٚٔذٓ ٔخطٛ خطٛذٕا األٌٚٝ فٟ 

 ٚٔخص تاٌجش٠ً اٌشىز ٚاٌؼزفاْ إٌٝ وً ِٓ أشؼً شّؼح فٟ درٚب ػٍّٕا ٚ

  ٚإٌٝ ِٓ ٚلف ػٍٝ إٌّاتز ٚأػطٝ ِٓ دص١ٍح فىزٖ ١ٕ١ٌز درتٕا

  إٌٝ األساذذج اٌىزاَ فٟ و١ٍح اٌرزت١ح ٚٔرٛجٗ تاٌشىز اٌجش٠ً إٌٝ

 ٠ٛسف ٠ؼىٛب ٠ٛسف 0د0َ0ا

 .. هللا ػٕا وً خ١ز فٍٗ ِٕا وً اٌرمذٞ ٚاالدرزاَاٌذٞ ذفضً تئشزاف ػٍٝ ٘ذا اٌثذث فجشاٖ 

 اإل٘ذاء

 بسم ميحرلا نمحرلا هللا

 (لً إػٍّٛا فس١زٜ هللا ػٍّىُ ٚرسٌٛٗ ٚاٌّؤِْٕٛ)

 صذق هللا اٌؼظ١ُ

إٌٟٙ ال٠ط١ة ا١ًٌٍ إال تشىزن ٚال٠ط١ة إٌٙار إٌٝ تطاػره .. ٚالذط١ة اٌٍذظاخ إال تذوزن .. ٚال ذط١ة 

 ٚال ذط١ة اٌجٕح إال تزؤ٠رها٢خزج إال تؼفٛن .. 

  هللا هلالج لج

  ..إٌٝ ِٓ تٍغ اٌزساٌح ٚأدٜ األِأح .. ٚٔصخ األِح .. إٌٝ ٔثٟ اٌزدّح ٚٔٛر اٌؼا١ٌّٓ

  س١ذٔا دمحم ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص

إٌٝ ِٓ وٍٍٗ هللا تا١ٌٙثح ٚاٌٛلار .. إٌٝ ِٓ ػٍّٕٟ اٌؼطاء تذْٚ أرظار .. إٌٝ ِٓ أدًّ أسّٗ تىً 

رجٛ ِٓ هللا أْ ٠ّذ فٟ ػّزن ٌرزٜ ثّاراً لذ داْ لطافٙا تؼذ طٛي أرظار ٚسرثمٝ وٍّاذه افرخار .. أ

  ..ٔجَٛ أ٘رذٞ تٙا ا١ٌَٛ ٚفٟ اٌغذ ٚإٌٝ األتذ
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  أِٟ اٌذث١ثح

 إٌٝ ِالوٟ فٟ اٌذ١اج .. إٌٝ ِؼٕٝ اٌذة ٚإٌٝ ِؼٕٝ اٌذٕاْ ٚاٌرفأٟ .. إٌٝ تسّح اٌذ١اج ٚسز اٌٛجٛد

  دٟ ٚدٕأٙا تٍسُ جزادٟ إٌٝ أغٍٝ اٌذثا٠ةإٌٝ ِٓ واْ دػائٙا سز ٔجا

 اتٟ اٌذث١ة

 ٟ. إٌٝ شّؼح ِرمذج ذ١ٕز ظٍّح د١اذإٌٝ ِٓ تٙا أوثز ٚػ١ٍٗ أػرّذ .

  ..إٌٝ ِٓ تٛجٛد٘ا أورسة لٛج ِٚذثح ال دذٚد ٌٙا

 إٌٝ ِٓ ػزفد ِؼٙا ِؼٕٝ اٌذ١اج

  ..............أخٟ

  إٌٝ ِٓ أرٜ اٌرفاؤي تؼ١ٕٗ .. ٚاٌسؼادج فٟ ضذىرٗ

  إٌٝ شؼٍح اٌذواء ٚإٌٛر

  إٌٝ اٌٛجٗ اٌّفؼُ تاٌثزاءج ٌّٚذثره ألس٘زخ أ٠اِٟ ٚذفرذد تزاػُ ٌٍغذ

  .......أخرٟ

إٌٝ األخٛاخ اٌٍٛاذٟ ٌُ ذٍذ٘ٓ أِٟ .. إٌٝ ِٓ ذذٍٛ تاإلخاء ٚذ١ّشٚا تاٌٛفاء ٚاٌؼطاء إٌٝ ٠ٕات١غ اٌصذق 

ٚاٌذش٠ٕح سزخ إٌٝ ِٓ وأٛا ِؼٟ  اٌصافٟ إٌٝ ِٓ ِؼُٙ سؼذخ ، ٚتزفمرُٙ فٟ درٚب اٌذ١اج اٌذٍٛج

  ػٍٝ طز٠ك إٌجاح ٚاٌخ١ز

 إٌٝ ِٓ ػزفد و١ف أجذُ٘ ٚػٍّٟٛٔ أْ ال أض١ؼُٙ
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 :(Abstract)الملخص 

The topology is a word translated from the English word topology, and the word the 

topological is divided into two sections of the first section (topo), which belong to 

the Greek origin to (topos), which means "place" and the second section is (logy). 

which belong to the origin of the Greek (logos) , which means "study". If we connect 

the stake holders in the word. we find that the topology is the modern engineering 

in the study of all the compositions and components of different spaces… 

(One of the most famous statements of humor in the topology is): 

:" A topology is a person who cannot tell a coffee cup from a dough nut " 
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CHAPTER ONE                                                             introduction 

 

1.1 introduction: 

Q / What is the topology ? 1.1.1: 

The topology is a word translated from the English word topology, and the word the 

topological is divided into two sections of the first section (topo), which belong to 

the Greek origin to (topos), which means "place" and the second section is (logy). 

which belong to the origin of the Greek (logos) , which means "study". If we connect 

the stake holders in the word. we find that the topology is the modern engineering 

in the study of all the compositions and components of different spaces… 

(One of the most famous statements of humor in the topology is): 

:" A topology is a person who cannot tell a coffee cup from a dough nut " 

Definition 1.1.2: let X be a nonempty set and of X (i.e ⊂ IP(X)) we say  is a 

topology on X if satisfy the following condition: 

(1 ) X ,Ø   

(2 ) if u,v   then u∩v  

The finite intersection of elements from  again an element of  

(3 ) if uα   ; α  ᴧ then   α∊ᴧ uα ∊ Ʉα∊Λ  

The arbitrary (finite or infinite) union of elements of  is again an element of  

we called a pair (X,) Topological space  

Definition 1.1.3: open set  
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let (X,) be a topological space The subsets of X belonging to  are called open sets in 

the space X  

i.e , If A ⊂ X ^ A ∊→ A open set  

Definition 1.1.4: closed set  

let (X,) be a topological space The subsets of X is called closed set in the space X if it 

is complement X\A is open set we will denoted the family of closed sets by Ŧ  

i.e , If A ⊂ X ^ A ∊Ŧ→ A closed set  

Remark 1.1.5: the set in (X,) may be: 

(1 ) open & not closed                       (2 ) closed & not open  

(3 ) clopen (closed & open)                (4 ) not open & not closed  

Remarks 1.1.6: 

( 1) ={X,Ø} is a topology on X and it’s the smallest topology that we can 

defined on any set X and called [ Indescrete topology ] And denoted by 

(I={X,Ø}) 

( 2) =IP(X) is a topology on X and it’s the largest topology that we can 

defined on any set X and called [ Discrete topology ] And denoted by 

(D=IP(X)) 

(3 ) If  any topology on X then I ⊂⊂ D  

(4 ) =D if and only if {x}∊ Ʉ x ∊ X  

Theorem 1.1.7: 
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let (X,) be a topological space and Ŧ be a family of closed sets on X then: 

(1 ) X ,Ø   Ŧ 

(2 ) if A,B∊Ŧ then AUB ∊Ŧ ɄA,B∊Ŧ  

 (3 ) if Aα  Ŧ; α Λ then ∩ α∊ᴧ Aα ∊Ŧ Ʉ Aα∊Ŧ  

Proof: 

( 1) Ø∊→Øc∊Ŧ→X∊Ŧ 

X∊ → Xc∊Ŧ →Ø∊Ŧ 

( 2) let A,B ∊Ŧ → Ac ,Bc ∊ (def of closed) 

→Ac∩Bc∊ (def of top.) 

→(AUB)c∊ ( Demorgan ) 

→AUB ∊Ŧ (def of closed)  

Aα  Ŧ  Ʉα Λ ( 3) let  

→ Aα
c∊ Ʉα Λ  

→ Uα∊Λ Aα
c∊     ( Third condition of def of top. ) 

→ ( ∩α∊Λ Aα )
c∊ ( De morgan's laws )  

→ ∩α∊Λ Aα ∊Ŧ ( def of closed set )  

Definition 1.1.8: (subspace topology) 

let (X,) be a topological space and w ⊂ k. Then the topology w is called the 

subspace or (induced) topology for w and the pair (w,w) is called subspace of 

(X,)  
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Definition 1.1.9:(Interior points)  

let (X,) be a topological space and A⊂X. A point x∊A is called an interior point of 

A iff there exists an open set UU containing X such that x∊U⊂A. the set of all 

interior points of A is called the interior of A and is denoted by Ao or Int(A)  

i.e. x∊AO↔ƎU∊; x∊U⊂A  

or Ao = U*U∊ ; U⊂A} this means Ao is the lage open set contain in A  

Definition 1.1.10: (Derived set)  

let (X,) be a topological space and A ⊂X , A point x∊X is called a (cluster point) 

or (limit point) or (a ccumulation point) of A iff every open set containing X  

contains at least one point of A different from X the set of all cluster  point of A is 

called the derived set of A and is denoted by A/ 

i.e. x∊A ↔ɄU∊ ; x∊U ^ U\{x}∩A≠Ø  

Definition 1.1.11:(closure of set)  

let (X,) be a topological space and A ⊂ X , the closure of a set A is A U A/ and is 

denoted by Ā or cl(A) 

i.e. Ā =AUA/ 

* Ā = ∩{F ⊂ X ; FC ∊ ^ A ⊂ F}  

Ā is smallest closed set contains A,[0]. 
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CHAPTER TWO                                                              A Tri Topological Space 

   

2.1 TRI open And TRI closed Sets: 

In 1965, Njastad
[1]

,introduced a generalization of open set in topological space called 

αopen set. A subset A of a topological space is called αopen set if A int cl int A. In 

the definition of α open set, the same topology is used thrice. In this chapter we use 

three different topologies and extend this concept to a tritopological space.To denote 

a topology we use the symbol T for convenience. 

Definition 2.1.1: 

let X be a non empty set and T1,T2 and T3 be three topologies on X. X together with 

three topologies is called a tri topological space. it is denoted by (X,T1,T2,T3)  

Example 2.1.2: 

let X={a,b,c,d} , T1={Ø,X} , T2=P(X) , T3={Ø,X,{a}} 

 then (X,T1,T2,T3) is a tri topological space  

Note 2.1.3: Any topological space is a tri topological space . let (X,) be a 

topological space . then (X,T1,T2,T3) is a tri topological space  

Note 2.1.4:Any tri topological space is not a topological space . but any tri 

topological space induces a topological space in many ways . If we take the 

intersection of all topologies , then we get a topological space .  

Example 2.1.5:  

X={a,b,c,d} , T1={Ø,X,{a},{b},{a,b}} , T2={Ø,X,{a},{c},{a,c}} ,  

T3= {Ø,X,{a},{d},{a,d}} 
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let T=T1∩T2∩T3 

then T={X,Ø,{a}} 

(X,) is a topological space  

Definition 2.1.6:  

let (X,T1,T2,T3) be a tri topological space . then (X,) where T=T1∩T2∩T3 is called 

the induced topological space  

Definition 2.1.7: 

let (X,T1,T2,T3) be a tri topological space . let AX ,A is called a tri open set in X  if A is 

open in the induced topology  

i.e. A∊ T1∩T2∩T3 

Definition 2.1.8: 

let (X,T1,T2,T3) be a tri topological space . let A  X .  A is called a tri closed set in X if 

A is closed in the induced topology  

Example2.1.9: 

in the example 2.1.5 {a} is tri open and {b,c} is tri closed  

Result 2.1.10: 

( 1) A is tri open iff A is open with respect to each topology  

( 2) A is tri closed iff A is closed with respect to each topology  

( 3) A is tri closed iff Ac is tri open  

( 4) Ø is always tri open  
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( 5) X is always tri open  

Theorem 2.1.11: 

let (X,T1,T2,T3) be a tri topological space A is tri open iff AT1 int (T2 int (T3 int A)) 

proof: 

 if A is tri open , then A is open with respect to each topology  

Hence A=T1 in A for i=1,2,3 

T1int T2 int T3 int A= T1 int T2 int A= T1 int A=A  

Hence A T1 int T2 int T3 int A  

conversely, suppose we have A  T1 int T2 int T3 int A 

now T1 int T2 int T3 int A  T1 int T2 int A  T1 int A  A  

Hence we have A=T1 int T2 int T3 int A and this implies A=Ti int A for i=1,2,3 and 

hence A is tri open  

Theorem 2.1.12: 

let (X,T1,T2,T3) be a tri topological space A is tri closed iff A  T1 cl (T2 cl (T3 cl 

A)) 

proof:  

A is tri closed → AC is tri open  

→ Ac
T1 int T2 int T3 int Ac  

→ Ac
 T1 int T2 int( T3 cl A)c 

→ Ac
 T1 int( T2 cl T3 cl A)c 
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→ Ac
 ( T1 cl T2 cl T3 cl A)c 

→ A T1 cl T2 cl T3 cl A  

Retracing the above steps, we get the converse  

2.2 TRI α OPEN AND TRI α CLOSED SETS: 

Definition 2.2.1: 

Let (X, T1, T2, T3) be a tri topological space . A subset A of X is called tri αopen inX, 

if AT1 int T2 cl T3 int A. The complement of triα open set is called tri αclosed set  

Example 2.2.2: 

Let X={a,b,c}, T1={Ø,X,{a}},T2={Ø,X,{a},{a,b}},T3={Ø,X,{a},{a,c}} 

Let A={a}; 

T1 int T2 cl T3 int {a}=T1 int T2 cl {a} 

=T1 int X 

=X 

AT1 int T2 cl T3 int A 

A={a} is triαopen 

Theorem 2.2.3: 

A is tri open A is tri αopen 

Proof: 

A is tri open AT1 int T2 int T3 int A 

AT1 int T2 cl T3int A 

Hence A is tri αopen 

Result:Converse is not true 

Example 2.2.4: 

Consider R with usual metric as T1 and T3 

T2=Indiscrete Topology 

A=[a,b], A is triαopen 
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but A is not tri open  

Theorem 2.2.5: 

Arbitrary union of tri α open sets is tri αopen 

Proof: 

Let {Aα / αI} be a family of tri αopen sets in X 

For each αI, AαT1 int T2 cl T3 int Aα 

Hence UAαU(T1 int T2 cl T3 int Aα ) 

T1 int (UT2 cl T3 int Aα) 

T1 int T2 cl (UT3 int Aα) 

T1 int T2 cl T3 int (UAα) 

Therefore UAαis tri αopen 

Theorem 2.2.6: 

Arbitrary intersection of tri αclosed sets is tri αclosed 

Proof: 

Let {Bα/ αI} be a family of tri αclosed sets in X 

Let Aα= Bα
c 

{Aα/ αI} is a family of tri αopen sets in X 

Arbitrary union of tri α open sets is tri αopen. Hence UAαis tri αopen Hence(UAα)
c
 is 

tri αclosed  

∩Aα
c
 is tri αclosed (i.e) ∩Bαis tri αclosed. Hence 

arbitrary intersection of tri αclosed sets is tri αclosed 

Result2.2.7:Intersection of tri αopen sets need not be tri αopen  

Example 2.2.8: 

X=R , T1=P(R) , T2={Ø,R}, T3= Usual topology in R 

A=[a,b] , T1 int T2 cl T3 int [a,b] = T1 int T2cl (a,b) 

= T1 int R 
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[a,b]T1 int T2 cl T3 int [a,b]=R 

Hence A is tri αopen. Hence any closed interval is tri αopen 

Take B=[b,c], B is also tri αopen 

A∩B = [a,b] ∩[b,c] = {b} 

T1 int T2 cl T3 int {b} = T1 int T2 cl Ø= T1 int Ø= Ø

Therefore A∩B = {b} T1 int T2 cl T3 int {b} = Ø

A∩B is not tri α open 

Theorem: 2.2.9: 

In a tri topological space (X,T1,T2,T3) the set of all tri open sets form a generalized 

topology. 

Proof:- 

Proof follows from Result 2.1.10 , Theorem 2.2.3, Theorem 2.2.5 and Result 2.2.7. 

Definition 2.2.10: 

Let (X, T1, T2, T3) be a tri topological space. Let AX. An element x ∊A is called 

tri αinterior point of A, if a tri αopen set V such that x VA. 

Example 2.2.11: 

Let X = R , T1 = R with usual Topology, T2 = {Ø,R} and T3 = P(R) 

Let A = [-1,1] Then 0 is a tri αinterior point of A. 

Definition 2.2.12: 

The set of all tri αinterior points of A is called the tri αinterior of A and is denoted 

astri αint A. 

Theorem 2.2.13: 

Let AX be a tri topological space. Tri αint A is equal to the union of all tri 

αopensets contained in A. 

Proof:AX. we want to prove 

Tri αint A = U{ B / BA, B is tri αopen} 

x tri αint A a tri αopen set B such that x BA. 
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Hence x U{ B / BA, B is tri αopen} 

Therefore tri αint AU{B / BA, B is tri αopen} 

Suppose x U{B / BA, B is tri αopen} 

x B0 , B0 is triαopen and B0A. Hence a tri αopen set B0 such that x B0A 

Therefore x tri αint A. Hence U{ B / B A, B is tri αopen} tri αint A 

Hence tri αint A = U{B / B A, B is tri αopen} 

Note 2.2.14: 

1.Tri α int AA. 

2. Tri αint A is tri α open. 

Theorem 2.2.15: 

Tri αint A is the largest tri αopen set contained in A. 

Proof:Follows from the Theorem 2.2.13. 

Theorem 2.2.16:A is tri αopen iff A = tri αint A. 

Proof: 

A is tri αopen and A A. Therefore A {B / B A, B is tri αopen} 

A is in the collection and every other member in the collection is a subset of A and 

hence the union of this collection is A. Hence U{B / B A, B is tri αopen} = A and 

hence tri αint A = A. 

Conversly since tri αint A is tri αopen, 

A = tri αint A implies that A is tri αopen. 

Theorem 2.2.17: Tri αint (AUB) tri αint A Utri αint B 

Proof: 

Tri αint A A and tri αint A is tri αopen. 

Tri αint B B and tri αint B is tri αopen. 
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Union of two tri αopen sets is tri αopen and hence tri αint A Utri αint B is a tri 

αopen set.Also tri αint A Utri αint B AUB.Tri αint A Utri αint B is one tri αopen 

subset of AUB and tri αint (AUB) is the largest tri αopen subset of AUB. 

Hence tri αint A Utri αint B tri αint (AUB) 

Definition 2.2.18: 

Let (X, T1, T2, T3) be a tri topological space and let AX. The intersection of all 

tri αclosed sets containing A is called the tri αclosure of A and is denoted as 

tri αcl ATri αcl A = ∩{ B / BA , B is tri αclosed} 

Note 2.2.19: 

Since intersection of tri αclosed sets is tri αclosed, tri αcl A is a tri αclosed set 

Note 2.2.20: 

Tri αcl A is the smallest tri αclosed set containing A 

Theorem 2.2.21: 

A is tri αclosed iff A = tri αcl A 

Proof: 

Tri αcl A = ∩{ B / B A, B is tri αclosed} 

If A is a tri αclosed then A is a member of the above collection and each member 

contains A. Hence their intersection is A. Hence tri αcl A = A Conversely if 

A = tri αcl A, then A is tri αclosed because tri αcl A is a tri αclosed set 

Definition 2.2.22: 

Let A X, a tri topological space. x X is called a tri αlimit point of A, if every tri 

αopen set U containing x, intersects A – {x}.(i.e.) every tri αopen set containing x, 

contains a point of A other than x 

Example 2.2.23: 

Let X={a,b,c}, T1={Ø,{a},{a,b},X} 

T2={Ø,{a},X}, T3={Ø,{a},{a,c},X} 

Tri αopen sets are Ø,X,{a},{a,b},{a,c} 
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Consider A={a,c}. Then b is a tri αlimit point of A. 

Definition 2.2.24: 

Let A X. The set of all tri αlimit points of A is called the tri αderived set of A 

and is denoted as tri αD(A). 

Theorem 2.2.25: 

Tri αcl A = A Utri αD(A) 

Proof: 

Let x tri αcl A. If x A then x A Utri αD(A). If x A, then we claim that x isa 

tri αlimit point of A. Let U be a tri αopen set containing x. Suppose U ∩A = Ø 

Then A UC and UC is tri αclosed and hence tri αcl A UC. This implies x 

UCHence U ∩A Ø. Therefore every tri αopen set U containing x 

intersectsA{x}. 

 Hence x tri αD(A) and x A Utri αD(A) 

tri αcl A A Utri αD(A) Conversely it is clear that A tri αcl A.Therefore It is 

enough to prove tri αD(A) tri αcl A. 

Let x tri αD(A).If x A then it is true. So let us take x A. Now we have to 

provethat x every tri αclosed set containing A. Suppose not, x B where B is a tri 

αclosed set containing A. B A Now x BC, BC is tri αopen and BC ∩A = Ø 

Contradiction to the fact that x is a tri αlimit point of A. Hence x every tri 

αclosedset containing A. Therefore x tri αcl A. Hence A Utri αD(A)tri αcl A 

Hence tri αcl A = A Utri αD(A).  

2.3. TRI α CONVERGENCE OF NETS. 

The concept of nets in topological spaces can be extended to tri topological spaces. 

Let D be a directed set and f : D X be a map. Then f is called a net in X. Also 

wehave studied the convergence of nets in usual topology. Now we extend the 

conceptof net convergence to tri topological space. 
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Definition 2.3.1: 

Let X be a tri topological space and let (x) be a net in X. (x) is said to tri 

αconvergeto a point x X, if for every tri αopen set U containing x, 0D such 

that0→xU. When (x) tri αconverges to x, we write (x) x. 

Theorem 2.3.2: 

If (x) is a net in A, (x) x and x A, then x is a tri αlimit point of A. 

Proof: 

(x)D is a net in A. (x) x and x A. Let U be a tri αopen set containing x. 

As(x) x , 0D such that 0→xUIn particular x0 U. As x A, 

x0x. Now x0U and x0A.Therefore U A\{x} Ø. This is true for every tri 

αopen set containing x. Hence x is a tri αlimit point of A. Hence x tri αD(A). 

Theorem 2.3.3: 

If (x) is a net in A and (x) x, then x tri αcl A. 

Proof: 

(x) is a net in A, (x) x .For each D, xA. 

Case 1: 

Let x A 

x Ax tri αcl A. 

Case 2: 

Let x A 

Now (x) is a net in A, (x) x, x A 

Hence by Theorem2.3.2 x tri αD(A) 

Hence x tri αcl A. 

In both cases x tri αcl A. 

Theorem 2.3.4: 

If x tri αcl A then a net (x) in A such that (x) x. 
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Proof: 

x tri αcl A 

Case 1: 

Let x A 

Then for any directed set D, consider f : D A defined as f() = x. Then the net 

(x)where x= x is the constant net converging to x. 

Hence a net (x) in A such that (x)x. 

Case 2: 

Let x A then x tri αD(A) 

Let U = set of all tri αopen sets containing x,Define an order in U as B1> B2 if 

B1B2. With respect to this order U becomes an ordered set. Now we define a map f 

: U Aas follows. Take any B U then B is a tri αopen set containing x, sincex 

tri αD(A), every tri αopen set containing x intersects A – {x}.Hence B A – {x} 

Ø. Take an element xBB A – {x} . Now we define 

f(B) = xB. Now f is a net whose elements are in A. Therefore f is a net in A. 

Claim :f x 

Let B be a tri αopen set containing x. 

Consider B UNow B1> B →B1B →xB1B1B →xB1B. Hence B1> B 

→xB1BFor every tri αopen set B containing x, Bi such that xBi B Bi > 

BHence net f = (xB) converges to x.Hence a net (x) in A such that (x)x. 

Theorem 2.3.5: 

x tri αcl A iff a net (x) in A such that (x)x. 

Proof:Follows from the previous theorems. 

2.4. CHARACTERISATIONS. 

We get some characterisations when T2 is discrete topology. 

Theorem 2.4.1:Let (X,T1,T2,T3) be a tri topological space where T2 is discrete 

topology. Let A X.A is tri αopen →A is T3 open. 
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Proof:If A is not T3 open. Then T3 int A is a proper subset of A. 

Hence T2 cl T3 int A is a proper subset of T2 cl A.Since T2 is discrete topology, T2 cl 

A = A.Hence T2 cl T3 int A is a proper subset of A.Therefore T1 int T2 cl T3 int A is a 

proper subset of A. 

Therefore A is not a subset of T1 int T2 cl T3 int A.Hence A is not tri αopen. A is not 

T3 open →A is not tri αopen.Hence A is tri αopen →A is T3 open, if T2 is discrete 

topology. 

Result 2.4.2:Converse is not true. 

Example 2.4.3: 

X={a,b,c}T1={Ø,{a},X},T2=P(X),T3={Ø,{b},X} , A={b} is T3 open. 

T1 int T2 cl T3 int A = T1 int T2 cl A=T1 int A = Ø.T1 int T2 cl T3 int A= Ø. 

Hence A is not a subset of T1 int T2 cl T3 int AA is not tri αopen. 

A is T3 open but A is not tri αopen. 

Theorem 2.4.4: 

Let (X,T1,T2,T3) be a tri topological space where T2 is discrete topology on X.Let A 

X. Then A is tri αopen →A is T1 open. 

Proof:T3 int A A. T2 cl T3 int A T2 cl A. Since T2 cl A=A, T2cl T3 intA A.T1 

int T2 cl T3 int A T1 int A A. 

A is tri αopen. →A T1 int T2 cl T3 int A. 

T1 int T2 cl T3 int A A T1 int T2 cl T3 int A. 

T1 int T2 cl T3 int A = A. T1 int T3 int A = A. 

This is possible only when T1 int A = A. 

Hence A is T1 open. 

A is tri αopen→ A is T1 open. 

Result 2.4.5:Converse is not true. 

Example 2.4.6: 

X={a,b,c}. T1={Ø,{a},X}, T2=P(X), T3={Ø,{b},X} , A={a} is T1 open. 
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T1 int T2 cl T3 int A = T1 int T2 cl Ø=T1 int Ø= Ø. 

T1 int T2 cl T3 int A = Ø. 

Hence A is not a subset of T1 int T2 cl T3 int A 

A is not tri αopen. 

A is T1 open but A is not tri αopen. 

Theorem 2.4.7: 

When T2 = P(X), A is tri αopen iff A is T1 open and T3 open. 

Proof: 

Follows from the previous theorems, we have A is tri αopen implies A is T1 openand 

T3open 

conversely,If A is T1 open and T3 open. 

T1 int T2 cl T3 int A = T1 int T2 cl A 

= T1 int A 

= A 

Hence A  T1 int T2 cl T3 int A 

Hence A is tri αopen. 

Theorem 2.4.8: 

When T2 = P(X), A is tri αopen iff A is tri open 

Proof:Follows from the previous theorem. 

Theorem 2.4.9: 

When T2 = P(X), A is tri αclosed iff A is T1 closed and T3 closed 

Proof:Follows from the previous theorem. 

Theorem 2.4.10:When T2 = P(X), A is tri αclosed iff A is tri closed 

Proof:Follows from the previous theorem. 
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CHAPTER THREE                                                          A Tri Topological Space 

3.1: Tri α Continuous Functions: 

Definition 3.1.1: 

Let (X,T1,T2,T3) and (Y,T1’,T2’,T3’) be two tri topological spaces. A function 

f: X →Y is called a tri αcontinuous function if f 
-1

(V) is tri αopen in X, for every 

tri αopen set V in Y. 

Example 3.1.2: 

Let X = {1, 2, 3}, T1 = {, {1}, X}, 

T2 = {, {1}, {1,3}, X}, T3 = {, {1}, {1,2}, X} 

Let Y = {a, b, c}, T1’ = {, {a}, Y} 

T2’ = {, {a}, {a, b},Y}, T3’ = {, {a}, {b},Y} 

Let f : X →Y be a function defined as 

f(1) = a; f(2) = b; f(3) = c. 

Tri αopen sets in (X,T1,T2,T3) are ,{1},{1,2},{1,3},X. 

Tri αopen sets in (Y,T1’,T2’,T3’) are ,{a}, {a,b},{a,c},Y. 

Since f
-1

(V) is tri αopen in X for every tri αopen set V in Y, 

f is tri αcontinuous. 

Definition 3.1.3: 

Let X and Y be two tri topological spaces. A function f : X Y is said to be tri 

continuous at a point aX if for every tri open set V containing f(a), a tri open 

set U containing a , such that f(U) V. 

Theorem 3.1.4: 

f: X Y is tri continuous iff f is tri continuous at each point of X. 

Proof:Let f: X Y be tri continuous. 

Take any a X. Let V be a tri open set containing f(a). 

f: X Y is tri continuous, 
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Since f
-1

(V) is tri open set containing a. Let U = f
-1

(V). 

Then f(U) V →a tri open set U containing a and f(U) V. 

Hence f is tri continuous at a. 

Conversely,Suppose f is tri continuous at each point of X.Let V be a tri open set 

of Y. If f
-1

(V) = then it is tri open.Take any a f
-1

(V) f is tri continuous at a. 

Hence Ua, tri open set containing a and f(Ua) V. 

Let U = {Ua / a f
-1

(V)}. 

Claim: U = f
-1

(V). 

a f
-1

(V) →UaU →aU. 

x U →x Ua for some a →f(x) V →x f
-1

(V). Hence U = f
-1

(V). 

Each Ua is tri open. Hence U is tri open. →f
-1

(V) is tri open in X. 

Hence f is tri continuous. 

Result 3.1.5: 

Let (X,T1,T2,T3) and (Y,T1’,T2’,T3’)be two tri topological spaces. 

Any function f : XY is tri αcontinuous function if T3’ is indiscrete topology. 

We know that if T3’is indiscrete Topology {, Y} then the only tri αopen sets in Y 

are and Y. 

f-1 () = . f-1 (Y) = X. & X are tri αopen in X. Hence f :XY is tri α 

continuous function .In this case any function defined from X to Y is tri αcontinuous 

function. 

Theorem 3.1.6: 

Let (X,T1,T2,T3) and (Y,T1’,T2’,T3’) be two tri topological spaces. 

Then f: X →Y is tri αcontinuous function iff f
-1

(V) is tri αclosed in X 

whenever V is tri αclosed in Y. 

Proof: 

Let f : X →Y be tri αcontinuous function. 

Let V be any tri αclosed in Y. 
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→V
C
 is tri αopen in Y →f

-1
(V

c
 ) is tri open in X. 

→[f
-1

(V)]
c 
is tri open in X. 

→f
-1

(V) is tri closed in X. 

Hence f
-1

(V) is tri αclosed in X whenever V is tri αclosed in Y. 

Conversely, suppose f
-1

(V) is tri αclosed in X whenever V is tri αclosed in Y.V is a 

tri αopen set in Y. 

→V
c
 is tri αclosed in Y. 

→f
-1

(V
c
) is tri αclosed in X. 

→[f
-1

(V)]c is tri closed in X. 

→f
-1

(V) is tri αopen in X. 

Hence f is tri αcontinuous. 

Theorem 3.1.7: 

Let (X,T1,T2,T3) and (Y,T1’,T2’,T3’) be two tri topological spaces. Then, 

f : X →Y is tri αcontinuous iff f [tri αcl A] tri αcl [f(A)] A X. 

Proof: Suppose f: X →Y is tri αcontinuous. 

Let A X →f(A)Y→tri αcl [f(A)] is tri αclosed set in Y. 

→f
-1

 [tri αcl {f(A)}] is tri αclosed in X ---- 1 

[ since f is tri αcontinuous] 

tri αcl [f(A)] f(A) 

→f
-1

 [tri αcl {f(A)}] f
-1

[f(A)] A----- 2 

1 & 2 →f
-1

 [tri αcl {f(A)}] is tri αclosed set containing A. 

But tri αcl A is the smallest tri αclosed set containing A. 

Hence tri αcl A f
-1

 [tri αcl {f(A)}]→f [tri αcl A] tri αcl [f(A)]. 

Converse:Suppose f [tri αcl A] tri αcl [f(A)] A X 

Claim: f: X →Y is tri αcontinuous. 

It is enough to provef
-1

 (F) is tri αclosed in X for every tri αclosed set F in Y 

Let A = f
-1

(F) →f(A) F 
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f[tri αcl A] tri αcl [f(A)] [ Hypothesis ] 

→f [tri αcl f
-1

(F)] tri αcl (F) = F 

→f[tri αcl f
-1

(F)] F 

→tri αcl f
-1

(F) f
-1

(F) --- 1 

f
-1

 (F) tri αcl [f
-1

(F)] --- 2 

From 1 & 2 f
-1

(F) = tri αcl [ f
-1

(F)] 

Hence f
-1

(F) is tri αclosed in X for every tri αclosed set F in Y. 

Result 3.1.8: 

Under a tri αcontinuous function the image of a tri αopen set need not be tri αopen. 

Example: 3.1.9 

Let X = {1,2}, T1 = {,{1},X} 

T2 = {,{2},X}, T3 = {,{1},X} 

Let Y = {a,b}, T1’ = {, {a},Y} 

T2’ = P(Y), T3’ = {,Y} 

Define f(1) = a and f(2) = b 

f is tri αcontinuous. {1} is tri αopen in X. 

But f({1}) = {a} is not tri αopen in Y. 

Hence under a tri αcontinuous function image of a tri αopen set need not be 

tri αopen. 

Result 3.1.10: 

f is tri continuous but f
-1

 need not be tri continuous. 

Let g = f
-1

 : YX 

g(a) = 1, g(b) = 2 

1is tri open in X. But g
-1

{1} = {a} is not tri open in Y. 

Hence f
-1

 need not be tri continuous. 

Theorem 3.1.11: 

X and Y are tri topological spaces. x0X. 
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f : X →Y is tri αcontinuous at x0 iff(x) →x0→( f(x) ) →f(x0) for every net (x) in 

X. 

Proof: 

Let f: X →Y be tri αcontinuous. 

f is tri continuous at a. 

Let (x) a. 

Claim: f(x) f(a). 

Let V be a tri open set containing f(a). Since f is tri continuous at a, 

tri open set U containing a and f(U) V. 

Now (x) a. 

Hence 0 such that xU for all 0. 

→f(x) V for all 0. 

Hence (f(x)) f(a). 

Conversely, suppose (x) a→f(x) f(a). 

Let V be a tri open set containing f(a). 

Let A = { U/ U is a tri open set containing a} order A by set inclusion. 

U1 U2 if U2 U1. 

Now A is a partially ordered set. 

Suppose for some U, f(U) V then f is tri continuous at a. 

If not, for every U A, f(U) V. 

For each U A, choose xUU f(xU) V. 

Now the net (xU) a. 

f(xU) V for each U. 

Hence the net (f(xU)) does not converge to f(a). 

We get contradiction. 

Hence U A such that f(U) V. 

Hence f is tri continuous at a. 
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3.2.Tri αhomeomorphisms: 

Definition 3.2.1: 

Let (X,T1,T2,T3) and (Y,T1’,T2’,T3’) be two tri topological spaces. 

A function f: X →Y is called tri αopen map if f (V) is tri αopen in Y for every 

tri αopen set V in X. 

Example 3.2.2: 

In example 3.1.2f is tri αopen map also. 

Definition 3.2.3: 

Let (X,T1,T2,T3) and (Y,T1’,T2’,T3’) be two tri topological spaces. 

Let f: X →Y be a mapping. f is called tri αclosed map if f(F) is tri α 

closed in Y for every tri αclosed set F in X. 

Example 3.2.4: 

The function f defined in the example 3.1.2is a tri αclosed map. 

Result 3.2.5: 

Let X & Y be two tri topological spaces. Let f: X →Y be a mapping. 

f is tri αcontinuous iff f
-1

 : Y →X is tri αopen map. 

Definition 3.2.6: 

Let (X,T1,T2,T3) and (Y,T1’,T2’,T3’) be two tri topological spaces. 

Let f: X →Y be a mapping. f is called a tri αhomeomorphism. 

If (i) f is a bijection. 

(ii) f is tri αcontinuous. 

(iii) f
-1

 is tri αcontinuous. 

Example 3.2.7: 

The function f defined in the example 3.1.2is 

(i) a bijection. (ii) f is tri αcontinuous. (iii) f
-1

 is tri αcontinuous. 

Therefore f is a tri αhomeomorphism. 

Theorem 3.2.8: 
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Let (X,T1,T2,T3)be a tri topological space where T2 is indiscrete topology. 

A non empty subset A of X is tri open iff A has non empty T3 interior. 

Proof: 

Let A and T3int A 

T2 cl T3 int A = X. 

T1 int T2 cl T3 int A = X. 

A T1 int T2 cl T3 int A. Hence A is tri open. 

Conversely,A non empty set A is tri open. 

Suppose T3 int A = , then 

T1 int T2 cl T3 int A = T1int T2 cl 

= T1 int = 

A is not a subset of T1 int T2 cl T3 int A. 

A is not tri open. 

Hence A has non empty T3 interior. 

3.3 Tri β open and tri β closed sets: 

Definition 3.3.1: 

Let (X,T1,T2,T3) be a tri topological space. Let A X. A is called a tri βopen set 

if A T1clT2intT3clA. 

Definition 3.3.2: 

Let (X,T1,T2,T3) be a tri topological space. Let A X. A is called a tri βclosed set 

if AC is tri βopen. 

Example 3.3.3: 

Let X = {a,b,c}, T1={, {a},X}, T2={,{b},X}, T3=P(X) 

Tri open sets are , {b}, {b,c}, X. 

Example 3.3.4: 

Let X = {a,b,c}, T1={,{a},X}, T2={,{b},X}, T3=P(X) 

Tri closed sets are , {a}, {a,c}, X. 
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Note 3.3.5: 

Always and X are tri open sets. 

Theorem 3.3.6: 

In a tri topological space (X,T1,T2,T3), AX. 

A is tri open →A is tri βopen. 

Proof: 

A is tri open →A T1intT2intT3intA 

→A T1clT2intT3intA 

→A T1clT2intT3clA 

→A is tri βopen. 

Result 3.3.7: 

Converse is not true. 

Example 3.3.8: 

Let X = {a,b,c}, T1 ={,{a},X}, T2=T3=P(X). 

Tri open sets are , {a}, X. 

Tri open sets are , {b}, {b,c}, X. 

Theorem 3.3.9: 

Arbitrary union of tri βopen sets is tri βopen. 

Proof:Let {Aα/αI} be a family of tri βopen sets in X. 

For each αI, AαUT1clT2intT3clAα 

Now UAα UT1clT2intT3clAα 

T1cl [UT2intT3clAα] 

T1clT2int [UT3clAα] 

T1clT2intT3cl [UAα] 

Hence UAαis tri βopen. 

Theorem 3.3.10:Arbitrary intersection of tri βclosed sets is tri βclosed. 
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Proof:Let {Bα/αI} be a family of tri βclosed sets in X. 

Let Aα= Bα
C
 for each αI. 

{Aα/αI} is a family of tri βopen sets. 

Hence UAαis tri βopen . 

Therefore (UAα)
C
 

is tri βclosed. 

Hence ∩Aα
C
is tri βclosed and therefore Bαis tri βclosed. 

Result 3.3.11: 

Intersection of tri open sets need not be tri open. 

Example 3.3.12: 

X=R, T1 = T2 = T3 = Usual Topology in R. 

A = [a,b] , = T1clT2int [a,b] 

= T1 cl (a,b) = [a,b]. 

A = [a,b] = T1clT2int T3cl [a,b] 

[a,b] is tri open. 

Similarly B = [b,c] is tri open. 

A∩B = [a,b] ∩[b,c] = {b} 

T1 cl T2 int T3 cl {b} = T1 cl T2 int {b} 

= T1 cl = 

Hence {b} is not tri open. 

Hence A∩B is not tri open. 

Theorem 3.3.13: 

Let (X,T1,T2,T3) be a tri topological space. Let AX. Then 

A is tri open →A is tri βopen. 

Proof: 

A is tri open →A T1intT2intT3intA 

→A T1clT2intT3clA 
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→A is tri βopen. 

Result 3.3.14: 

Converse is not true. 

Example 3.3.15: 

X= {a,b,c} 

T1 = {,X}, T2 = P(X), T3 = P(X) 

Take A = {a} 

T1clT2intT3clA = T1clT2intA = T1clA = X 

A T1clT2intT3clA 

Hence A is not tri βopen. 

A = {a} is not open in T1 

A is not tri open. 

Hence A is not tri βopen does not imply A is not tri open. 

Definition 3.3.16: 

Let (X,T1,T2,T3) be a tri topological space. Let AX. An element xA is called tri 

β 

interior point of A if a tri βopen set U such that xUA. 

Example 3.3.17: 

X= {a,b,c}, T1 = {,{b,c},X}, T2 = {,{a},X}, T3 = P(X) 

A = {a,b}, Consider aA. 

Take U = {a}, U is tri βopen. 

aUA. Hence a is tri βinterior point of A. 

Consider bA. Take U = {b} 

T1clT2intT3cl U = T1clT2int{b} 

= T1cl

= 

Hence U is not tri βopen. 
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Take U = {a,b} 

T1clT2intT3cl U = T1clT2int {a,b} 

= T1cl{a} 

= {a} 

U is not tri βopen. 

no U with bUA 

b is not a tri βinterior point of A 

Hence tri βinterior point of A is a. 

Definition 3.3.17: 

Let (X,T1,T2,T3) be a tri topological space. Let AX. The set of all tri βinterior 

point of A is called the tri βinterior of A and it is denoted by tri βint A. 

Example 3.3.18: 

X= {a,b,c} 

T1 = {,{b,c},X}, T2 = {,{a},X}, T3 = P(X) 

A = {a,b}, tri βint A = {a} 

Theorem 3.3.19: 

Let (X,Ti) be a tri topological space. Let AX. The tri βint A is equal to the union of 

all tri βopen sets contained in A. 

Proof: 

Let AX. 

Let S = union of all tri βopen sets contained in A 

Claim: tri βint A = S 

xtri βint A →xUA where U is tri βopen →xS. 

Hence tri βint A S. 

Now xS →xUA for some U, tri βopen xtri βint A 

Hence S tri βint A. 
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Hence tri βint A = S. 

Theorem 3.3.20: 

Let AX. Then tri βint A is the largest tri βopen set contained in A. 

Proof: 

Follows from above theorem. 

Definition 3.3.21: 

Let X be a tri topological space. Let AX. The intersection of all tri βclosed sets 

containing A is called the tri βclosure of A and is denoted by tri βclA. 

Theorem 3.3.22: 

Let X be a tri topological space. AX. The tri βclA is the smallest tri closed set 

containing A. 

Proof:Follows from above definition. 

Theorem 3.3.23: 

A is tri βclosed iff tri βclA = A. 

Definition 3.3.24: 

Let AX . xX is called a tri βlimit point of A if every tri βopen set U containing 

xintersects A {x}. 

Definition 3.3.25: 

Let AX. The set of all tri βlimit points of A is called tri βderived set of A and is 

denoted by tri βD(A). 

Theorem 3.3.26: 

Tri βclA = A tri βD(A) 

Definition 3.3.27: 

Let X be a tri topological space. Let (x) be a net in X. (x) is said to tri βconverge to 

a point xX, if for every tri βopen net U containing x, 0D such that 

0→xU. We write (x) →x. x is called the tri βlimit of the net (x). 
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Example 3.3.28: 

Let X= {a,b,c} 

T1 = {,X}, T2 = {,{a},X}, T3 = P(X) 

A1 = {a}, T1clT2intT3clA1 = T1clT2int{a} = T1cl{a} = X 

A1 is tri βopen. 

A2 = {b}, T1clT2intT3clA2 = T1clT2int {b} = T1cl{} = X 

A2 is not tri βopen. 

A3 = {c}, T1clT2intT3clA3 = T1clT2int {c} = T1cl{} = X 

A3 is not tri βopen. 

A4 = {a,b}, T1clT2intT3clA4 = T1clT2int {a,b} = T1cl {a} = X 

A4 is tri βopen. 

A5 = {a,c}, T1clT2intT3clA5 = T1clT2int {a,c} = T1cl {a} = X 

A5 is tri βopen. 

A6 = {b,c}, T1clT2intT3clA6 = T1clT2int {b,c} = T1cl= 

A6 is not tri βopen. 

A7 = and A7 is tri βopen. 

A8 = X and A8 is tri βopen. 

tri βopen sets are , {a},{a,b},{a,c},X. 

D = P(X) {}. D is a directed set with reverse inclusion AB if BA 

Define f : D→X 

f{a} = a ; f{a,b} = a; f{c} = a; f{a,c} = c 

f{b} = a ; f{b,c} = b; f{a,b,c} =b 

Claim: the net f →a. 

Take {a}, tri βopen set containing a. 0 = {a,b} 

Take {a,b}, 0 = {a,b} 

Take {a,c}, 0 = {c} 

This net f tri βconverges to a. 
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Result 3.3.29: 

Tri βlimit of a net need not be unique. 

Example 3.3.30: 

Let X= {a,b,c} 

T1 = {,X}, T2 = {,{a},X}, T3 = P(X) 

tri βopen sets are , {a},{a,b},{a,c},X. 

D = P(X)  - {}. 

Define f : D →x as 

{a} →a {a,b} →a {a,b,c} →a 

{b} →b {b,c} →b 

{c} →c {a,c} →c 

f →a ,f →b and f →c 

This net f tri βconverges to every point of X. 

Theorem 3.3.31: 

If (x) be a net in A. (x) →x then xtri βclA 

Proof: 

(x) is a net in A. 

(x)A for every D. 

Hence (x)→x 

Case 1: 

Let xA 

Then xtri βcl A 

Case 2: 

Let xA 

Let U be any tri βopen set containing x. 

Since (x)→x , 0D such that 0→xU. 
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In particular x0U. Also x0x. 

Therefore UA {x}. This is true for each tri βopen set containing x. 

Hence xtri βD(A). 

Hence xtri βclA. 

3.4. Tri continuous functions: 

Similar to tri functions we define tri functions also. 

Definition 3.4.1: 

Let (X,T1,T2,T3) and (Y,T1’,T2’,T3’)be two tri topological spaces. Let f : XY is 

called tri continuous if f
-1

(V) is tri open set in X for every tri open set V in Y. 

Definition 3.4.2: 

Let X and Y be two tri topological spaces. A function f from X to Y is said to be tri 

continuous at a point a X if for every tri open set V containing f(a), a tri open 

set U containing a such that f(U)V. We can easily prove the following theorems. 

i) f is tri continuous iff f is tri continuous at each point xX. 

ii) f is tri continuous iff f
-1

(V) is tri closed set in X for every tri 

closed set V in Y 

iii) Any function defined from X to Y is tri continuous if T2is 

indiscretetopology.Similarly we can define tri open map, tri closed map and tri 

homeomorphismalso. 
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